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SILICON OXIDATION STUDIES: A REVIEW OF RECENT STUDIES ON THIN FILM

SILICON DIOXIDE FORMATION

Eugene A. Irene

Department of Chemistry CB 3290
University of North Carolina

Chapel Hill, N.C. 27599-3290

ABSTRACT

The formation of thinlisiOa films via thermal oxidation on single

crystal Si substrates has been found to depend on the method of Si

cleaning, impurities on the Si surface, the Si crystal orientation, film

stress, and the availability of electrons at the Si surface. Recent
studies on these topics are recounted along with a framework for

understanding. No fully acceptable model for thin Si0 2 formation yet

exists, but recent studies lead in new directions towards this goal.

7NTRODUCTION

From studies of the Si oxidation process in the 1960's(I-3), has

come the application of the Linear-Parabolic, LP, oxidation model of

Evans(4) to the SiO 2 film growth kinetics. A goodly measure of
understanding was afforded to the process as a result of the application

of the LP model, but even from the earliest studies(l) it was recognized

that the LP model did not account for the initial oxidation regime at the
outset of the oxidation of Si and extending to several tens of nm.
Furthermore, even prior to oxidation and after some initial cleaning, a

native oxide was observed on the Si surface. This oxide was and still is

difficult to study; it forms relatively instantly, somewhat independent
of ambient conditions and extends to less than 2nm in thickness. 7n order
to account for the mysterious initial regime which included the native
oxide, an offset was built into the LP model(l). This entire offset

regime extends up to about 30nm in SiO2 film thickness, L, and for ease

of discussion we herein use the label L. for this regime, and similarly

for the SiOa film thickness from Onm to the native oxide thickness of

less than 2 nm, we use the symbol L.. The L. regime was of little
technological significance in the 190O's and early t97 0's, but as cevice

area was reduced, in order to increase device density on a chip, the SiO2
thickness was also decreased. Now most advanced MOSFET's have gate oxides
with L < 3Onm, and recently IBM(5) showed an operating research device

with L 5nm. Thus the L. regime is no longer merely a scientific

curiosity, and it becomes important to understand the thin film SiOg
formation kinetics and the resultant thin film SiO physical properties.
This review is aimed at the present understanding of the L. regime.

After the usual cleaning of a Si surface (by a procedu:-e outlined in
ref 6), the Si wafer undergoes an aqueous HF dip to remove any ox:ice that

.-
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is formed during the cleaning process with concomitant impurities, and

results in a hydrophobic surface(7) upon which a native oxide grows to
about 1-2nm. Typical thermal oxidation experiments commence with the

native oxide already formed, i.e. at oxidation time, t, and thickness, L
: t=O and L=L., and with oxidation temperatures above 8000C and usually

near 1000"C, and in dry O for the highest quality gate oxide or steam to

accelerate oxide growth for field oxide applications. The rate of growth I
is observed to decrease as oxidation proceeds indicating that the growing

oxide is providing a barrier to further oxidation. The SiO, film growth

from L. to L. is characterized by faster oxidation rates than the LP

regime which obtains above L.. Before proceeding with a detailed

discussion of recent studies on the two initial regimes: 0 to L. and L.

to L., we briefly formulate the LP model foc later use for comparison.

Since this has been done many times previously(l-4,8), only the essential

features are herein repeated. Firstly, we need consider the two essential

processes that mus. occur during the thermal oxidation of Si. One process

is the transport of oxidant across the growing oxide to the Si-SiO-

interface where the oxidation reaction has been established to take
place(9). This oxidant flux labeled F, is often approximated by a
diffusive flux which at steady state is given by Fick's first law:

F, = D(C, -Cg )/L [I]

where D is the oxidant diffusivity in SiOa, C, is the oxidant solubility

in SiO,, and C, is the oxidant concentration at the Si-SiO, interface. In

series with F, is the actual reaction between arriving oxidant and Si
atoms at the Si-SiO. interface. This reaction is represented in its

simplest form by a flux, Fa, of formation of SiO, as:

F, = kC, (2]

where k is a reaction rate constant and F2 is linear in oxidant

concentration. It is easy to show that a steady state will obtain for the

series fluxes F, and Fa, as these fluxes are self regulating. This steady
state flux situation is represented in Figure 1 (10, 11) in which the

fluxes are plotted as linear functions of C2 . F, (max) is at Ce = 0, and
F,(max) is at C, = C,. The intersection of these flux lines yields the

observed oxidation flux, F, which can be converted to an oxidation rate,

dL/dt by:

dL/dt = F/0 [31

where 0 is the conversion factor for the number of 02 's in a mole of 0,

gas to the number in a mole of solid SiO2 which yields 0 2 .3xlO 1 . The

resulting integrated rate equation has linear-parabolic form as:

t-to = (L-L.)/k, - (LI-L.' )/k ,  (4) __.-,__ '"
For A

where t.,L. represent the initial regime offset to the LP model up to L. I
of 30nm. The linear and parabolic rate constants k, and k, respectively

are defined by the following: '

kC, /Q = k'C, (Si]/Q; k, = 20C,/ (5] /-

where the linear rate constant is written in terms of C, and is explicit

in the Si atom concentration(12).
Using the LP model as the basis for discussion, several points are
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made which form the basis for the discussion of the Si oxidation kinetics 5Z
in the initial regime of oxidation. First it must be recognized that

there is no commonly accepted model for SiO2 growth up to L.. Secondly, "
the growth regime below L. is comprised of two regimes: 0 -+ L. and L. -

L.. Thirdly, for thin SiO2 films it is likely that the transport of
oxidant is !ss important than the interface reaction. From Figure I with %

F >> F,, the steady state point will lie on the F2 line at a much lower

value than Ft (max). Since the observed rate can never exceed the smaller

flux, which is thought to be F, for the initial regime, F2 is said to be

rate limiting. Therefore, experimental studies are aimed at parameters

that affect F&. From this, one may be tempted to argue that the

dependence of the observed oxidation rate on D is nil for the initial

regime, where the interface reaction is the slow step. However, Figure I

teaches that there is a coupling between the series fluxes F, and F2 as

given by:

F : F, : F, [6]

from which the observed rate F depends on both fluxes even if the
variation of one of the fluxes is dominant. Notice from Figure I that a

change in either F, or F2 will shift the position of F irrespective of

which flux is larger. With F, rate limiting as determined above, we now

focus on specific studies of the parameters which affect F&, but without '

forgetting entirely about transport.•

THE VERY INITIAL REGIME: 0 TO L.

Since most Si oxidation experiments commence witn the native oxide

already present as a result of the cleaning process, and since oxidation
proceeds at the Si-SiO, interface, thus the native oxide is replaced on
the Si surface with the first formation of grown oxide, the grown oxide

in% thnta eieo xdto.Frti utb eonzdta
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is much more technologically relevant than the native oxide. However, the
formation of the first oxide on the Si surface represents a regime rich
in information about the mechanism of oxidation.

Several UHV studies(13-15) using optical techniques, AES and EELS
have determined that the surface electronic states on the Si surface

greatly decrease in number as a result of exposure to Oz. The first step

at low temperatures and exposure is the adsorption of Oz which then
converts to atomic species with increased temperature and exposure. These
studies utilize Si surfaces with the oxide removed by vacuum annealing.

Actual oxidation processes utilize a Si surface that has been cleaned
using various but quite similar aqueous cleaning procedures(6) involving

a sequence of acidic and basic H&O, exposures followed by an HF exposure
to remove any contaminated native oxide. It has been confirmed that these
cleaning steps have a measurable effect on the oxidation kinetics(16-19).

Figure 2 shows some oxidation data(18) that demonstrates that the
greatest difference in oxidation rates is seen between the HF treated
samples which show the largest oxidation rate and NH.OH treated samples
which show the smallest rate. Recent studies(20,21) utilized the

techniques of contact angle measurement and ellipsometry, both employed
in-situ in the cleaning solution media, in order to directly monitor the

changes that take place during wet chemical treatments. It was found that
the contact angle for a SiOl covered Si surface in aqueous HF changed

VARIED CLEANS WI':TH O.Y OXYGEN
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Figure 2. Comparison of Si oxidation data for various wet chemical

cleaning procedures (data from ref 18)
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from being hydrophilic with SiO, exposed to the solution, to strongly
hydrophobic near the Si surface. This behavior, viz. the production of a
strongly hydrophobic Si surface, has been reported(7) and is concordant
with the common experience of anyone who has treated a Si surface with

HF. However, based on simple thermodynamics this kind of behavior cannot
be due to the bare Si surface as it has been commonly portrayed. In fact
both SiO, and Si have high surface energies greater than 1000 dynes- p
cm(22), and therefore both should be strongly hydrophilic when in contact
with a low energy liquid such as aqueous media with surface energies
about 30 dynes-cm. The usual observation that the Si surface is
hydrophobic in aqueous solutions after HF exposure is clear evidence that
the HF is profoundly altering the surface of the Si. In order to
investigate this alteration, the limiting contact angle technique
pioneered by Zisman(23) was employed. This technique uses a homologous
series of solutions with differing surface tension, and the contact angle
is measured with the surface under study. The resulting data is usually
found to be linear, and is extrapolated to a contact angle value of zero,
which is indicative of complete wetting. The surface tension
corresponding to this contact angle is called the critical surface
tension and has been found to be representative of the surface structure
of the solid. For HF treated Si a critical contact angle indicative of
either a fluorocarbon or hydrocarbon covered Si surface was found(20).
There is analytical evidence for C, H, and F on the Si surface(24-26),
but at the present time we cannot unambiguously determine the chemical
nature of the surface layer.

PSI vs. DELTA FOR HF ETCH EXPERIMENTS
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Figure 3. :n-situ ellipsometric analysis of the Si-SiOz system exposed e

-'D a) HF-H2 0 and b) NH.OH-Hzo solutions.

In order to further elucidate the HF interaction with Si, in-situ
ellipsometry was performed in HF-HaO media on SiO2 on Si and with some of

the results shown in Fig. 3a(20). The initial SiOa thickness of 85nm is
etched by the HF-HIO, and the thinning is easily followed by in-situ
ellipsometry with the data falling nearly identically on the theoretical
6,W curve calculated for SiO, on Si. However, rather than the SiO2 being
etched to the bare Si surface, a minimum of about 2 nm is attained
whereupon evidence is seen for layer growth, viz. A decreases and y

increases (slightly). Presumably the HF removes the SiOe, but it is
replaced with a new film which renders the Si surface strongly
hydrophobic. This result is contrasted with the effects of NH.OH-H2 0 on
SiO& on Si as shown in Fig. 3b(21). In this case, the SiO etching, much

slower than in HF-HO, results in an apparently bare Si substrate with no
film formation. It is believed that the scatter in the 6,4 data about the
bare Si surface point is due to the observed roughening of the Si surface
when exposed to NH,.OH. It then appears that the hydrophobic Si surface,

for reasons not yet established, enhances the Si oxidation rate over the
bare surface.

The very initial oxidation regime is fast, i.e., the native oxide

forms virtually instantly at room temperature and to a thickness of about
I nm. After this formation, further growth to 2 nm is relatively slow.
It appears that the native oxide film formation may be due to surface

electronic effects and related to the charge available in surface
electronic states, but a discussion of this is delayed until electronic
effects are discussed in the next section. Recently,. a number of
studies(16-21} have revived earlier work(27-29) that'showed that



impurities have a profound effect on the initial oxidation kinet:cs.
Indeed most impurities increase the propensity and speed of oxidation.

The older work showed that Na, the ubiquitous impurity that plagued the

early development of the technology, increased the oxidation rate. Even
trace amounts by chemical analysis standards had measurable effec-s. No
real mechanism was deduced but effects on the interface reaction and the
diffusion of oxidant were deemed likely from the analysis of the

oxidation data in terms of the LP model. Systematic studies with H2O

additions to an Ot oxidation ambient(30) have demonstrated that trace
amount effects on the oxidation rate were proportionately larger than for
substantial HaO additions to 0,, and that both the interface reaction and
the transport of oxidant through the film were enhanced by the present of
H2O as obtained from applications of the LP model. More recent UHV i
studies with sub monolayers of Ag and Au on Si(31) report that the
electronic nature of the impurity and surface interaction is impcrtant.
In particular both Ag and Au were found to be deposited on (111) 3i in a
disordered state, and appeared to form a metal like surface on S:, as
evidenced by a high density of electron states at the Fermi level. This
kind of surface was found to oxidize readily when exposed to Oz. 'rI the
other hand, when heated, these metal-like disordered surfaces became
ordered and semiconductor-like with a low density of states at the Fermi
level, and under these conditions hardly oxidized at all. Similar
oxidation enhancement effects were found for Cs and Na(32) and were
attributed to metallization of the surface and a tendency towards
producing atomic oxygen. Other work with K(33) also shows an oxidation

enhancement, but the effect was thought to be due to an efficient.
transfer of 0 atoms to the Si surface, since the formation of K. c:.:ides
was found and the SiOz formation was found to occur below the K "ayer. Si
oxidation enhancement effects were also recently reported for Cu(4),
Pd(35), Cr(36) and Cs(37), and other older reports are in the literature.
We return to these ideas later after other enhancement effects are,
introduced.

THE INITIAL REGIME: L. TO L.

This regime extends to about 30 nm in SiOa film thickness, a2 due
to device scaling considerations has recently become the focus of
technological importance for gate oxide applications in MOS techn:logy
(38). Also, this regime is characterized by fast oxidation rates,
relative to the L-P regime which follows, but not so fast as to be
difficult to measure, as is the case for the very initial regime, D L.
Hence, there exists a goodly number of careful oxidation kinetics
investigations yielding copious film growth data for study(8,33-4 .

From the data, it is clear that this regime, which is someti-es

referred to as the "linear" regime never displays purely linear 1:-m
growth kinetics. The oxidation rate decreases in time similar to The L-P

regime, but more slowly. There have been numerous attempts to fi: the
data to one kind of oxidation model or another. Rather than reviev these
attempts which are technologically importart for process models, rt
which are not usually scientifically rewarding, some of the important
physical processes are identified through the use of a variety of

experimental techniques.

Figure 4a shows oxidation data for the three low index Si
orientations and for the entire L. regime. The non linearity is clear as
is a pronounced orientation dependence(12,40-42) over the temperatjre
range studied of 600 to 1100°C. From a comparison of Figs. 4a and 4b

P r'V
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which is the same data but with only the first 10 nm plotted in 4b, we
observe the following orientation behavior for the oxidation rates, R:

0 to 15 nm: R(110) > R(11) > R(100)
15 nm upwards: R(111) > R(110) > R(100)

From this data, two questions arise: why the initial order and why the
crossover between the (111) and (110) orientations as the oxide grows?
The first question is answered by reference to equation [5] for k1, which
is a function of the Si surface concentration. It has been
established(41-43) that the order for the Si atom areal density is as
follows:

(110) > (111) > (100)

Thus the initial rates scale at least qualitatively according to eqn. [5]
with Si]. !ore complete recent work(41,42) on the Si orientation effect
which included the (311) and (51].) as well as the three major
orientations also show that the initial oxidation rates up to at least

lOnm scale with the Si surface atom density, [Si. The second question is
answered with less confidence. If it is considered that there is a
compressive stress in the SiO which can reduce D, then the orientation
which exhibits the lowest SiOz compressive stress might be expected to
exhibit the largest oxidation rate when the SiO is sufficiently thick
for the stress to be efficacious(42).

?igure 5 shows the SiO2 intrinsic film stress as a function of
oxidation temperature and for four orientations(44). Germane to the
orientation dependence of the oxidation rate discussed above, it is seen
that the (111) Si exhibits the lowest stress at all oxidation
temperatures and should be expected to yield the largest oxidation rate,
as is observed. However, while this interesting correlation provides a
starting hypothesis, it remains to be conclusively established whether
intrinsic stress really effects oxidation. One recent study suggests such
a relat-on(45) by comparing the oxidation rate for iCOnm SiO covered
samples, half of which have an intrinsic and half have had the stress
relie.ed, wvth the finding of a higher rate for the stress :elle'ed
samples. -4

. •. (t-- roo)

V:. (ilo)

700 800 900 ""00 1100

TEmPERAruRE (°C)

Figure 5. Measured intrinsic SiOa film stress as a function of

oxidation temperature for four Si orientations from ref 44
and with permission of the Am. :nst. Phys'ics).
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Two additional factors relative to stress effects on oxidation are

worthy of further attention. One is the temperature dependence of the

stress as is seen in Figure 5, and the other is the possible effect on

the interface reaction. The considerable increase in intrinsic stress

for lower oxidation temperatures suggests that the oxide viscosity which

also increases sharply with decreasing temperature may be implicated. A

viscous flow model for oxidation was proposed(46) based on earlier

similar research(47). Figure 6 shows that according to the viscous flow
model the SiO, formed flows normal to the Si surface in response to the

lateral compression with a rate of flow proportional to the ratio of

stress to viscosity. This relationship arises from considering the SiO2

to be a Maxwell solid. Also, an oxidation model was proposed(12,
4 8) for

the initial regime where the rate of oxidation may scale with the rate at

which the SiOz can relax. Very recent stress measurements(49' which

compared as-grown SiOa film from 10 to 100 nm with similar thicknesses o!

" SiO2 but etched back from a starting 100 nm SiO film revealed the same

stress distribution, stress levels, and the same limiting value for

stress at zero oxide thickness. The stress distribution shows a modest

increase of less than a factor of two in intrinsic stress near the Si,3-

Si interface. The fact that the same values for the intrinsic stress are

obtained from the two experiments means that once the oxide is formed,

there is only very slow SiO, relaxation even with the vastly different

oxidation rates for the formation of the thin SiO films in the two

experiments. The limiting stress value of between 4-5 X 10' dynes/cmz is

more than an order of magnitude less than the maximum stress(46), an,

strongly suggests that there exists a low viscosity for the initial.'

grown SiOa, but this low value relaxes to a much higher viscosity va'=e

when the SiOa network is well formed. In this way a rapid initial

relaxation lowers the stress, but then is followed by a slower :eaatlon

rate in conformity with the equilibriun 1i202 viscosity.
The possible effect of this stress on the interface reacti,,n haH

been rnodeled(12,46,48) under the assumption that SiO, is a a::e z.

The essential idea is that the large molar volume change which atten_S

the conversion of Si to Si0a, and is responsible for the intrins,:

stress, alco couples into the interface reaction rate constarnt. --

accomplish this, equation -51 is rewritten as foliows:

V, = k' C, [Si]/Q ' ,[ i / [6]

where (Si"] is the effective Si concentration and given by [SI], the

areal density of Si atoms reduced by multiplying by the rate at which the

SiO2 flows away from the Si surface during oxidation. For a .a>:wel D £:Iid

this fraction is the strain rate, E, which is given as:

=: olC [71

where a is the intrinsic stress as usual, and q is the o.de ,' w.

Then k, becomes:

k, = k' C, [Si]a/ [8]

and the initial regime dominant rate process is a function of the rate of

relaxation of the as-forming SiO,. 
%

There appears to be a growing body of experimental evidence that

indicates that the electronic nature of the Si surface determines the

initial Si oxidation rates. The evidence to be discussed herein is tased

* on photonic effects, metallic Si surfaces and impurities.
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Figure 6. Viscous flow model for Si oxidation (from ref ;- and wth

permission of the Electrochemical Soc. Inc.

A number of studies(50-55) attest to the Si oxidation enhancement

effects of intense light, usually laser light, on the oxidation of Si.

Very recent results(53) estimate a 20-25% enhancement of the ox-idation

rate for 800°C oxidation using the 514.5 and 488 nm lines frcm an Ar ion

laser. A number of models have been proposed, in order to explain the

results. In one model the flux of excited electrons in Si over the Si-

SiO2 barrier is compared with the enhanced oxidation rate(54) and
reasonable agreement is found. The photonically excited electr-ons ;!-e

thought to assist in the decomposition of molecular oxygen and therebv

accelerate the reaction. A similar mechanism but without phot'on

enhancement of electrons was considered as a possibluty t- : :1z
thermal oxidation of Si(56). in order to carefully test this modefe

thermal oxidation, oxidation data in the very initial :-:idatjLn _-2fme

up to 5 nm was obtained and compared with the calculated ther-.:o flu:.:

of electrons(56). The agreement was found to be q-ite 2ood _-.

growth less than 5 nm and for" oxidat-on temoer-tur-s *'D " -

Essentially, the thermionic oxidalo. mozel for the .' ia. t~e:-ma

oxidation regime is as follows:

I. In the Si conduction band: Si 5i" - e

2. At the Si-SiO2 barrier: e (Si C. B. ) - e- (SiOz C.B.

3. In S10,: O, (at the Si-SiO interface) - e- - O- - 0

4. Tne Interfacial Reaction: Si" 0- 0 - Siuz

with step 2. being rate limiting. We will return to this model to attempt

correlation with the other oxidation effects which seem to effect the

barrier, and thus affect the oxidation rate. For thicke- films the
transport of oxidant and other parameters discussed above cannot be

ignored, as was discussed above. Also in this study(56) the role of

electrons in intrinsic Si surface electronic states was found to be about

the correct number to explain the initial very rapid formation of Inm of

native SiO on Si, the L, layer with the assumption that one electron in

a surface state could be available for the oxidation reaction without the

need for thermionic emission over the Si-SiOz barrier. Other models have

used the idea of surfaces states or dangling bonds but these models have

usually been used to explain the formation of oxide thicker than

L.(55,57).



The previously mentioned reports(31-] 7 ) show that metallic
impurities of less than a monolayer accelerate the Si oxidation rate,

strongly support the notion that the metallicity of the Si surface is
crucial for the observed oxidation enhancements. In further support of
this idea are recent reports(58,59) that a wide variety of metal

silicides exhibit decidedly different oxidation behavior according to the
electronic nature of the silicide surface. The oxidation of the variety
of metal silicides was performed such that there was an ample supply of
Si from the Si substrate underneath the silicide, and under oxidations
conditions that yielded only SiOl on the silicide surface and the .

thickness of the silicide was preserved. in effect it is Si oxidation but Z"

on a silicide surface. Figure 7 summarizes these experimental results in
which three bands of oxidation behavior is identified which correlate
with the optical absorbtion of the silicide surfaces. The fastest -
oxidizing silicides exhibit the largest optical absorbtion as measured by
ellipsometry, and the slowest oxidizing silicides oxidize at about the
same rate as Si and these silicides are thought to be semiconducting
silicides(58). The optical absorbtion in the visible is another measure
of the surface metallicity with the greatest absorbtion attributed to a
greater free electron concentration. These siiicide oxidation experiments

enable the oxidation of Si to occur on surfaces with decidedly different

electronic properties.

Impurities on the Si surface usually increase the initial Si
oxidation rate. Without impurities the initial rate is accounted for by .%

the thermionic emission of electrons over the Si-SiO interface. .or 
consistency with this model, it is argued that the impurities alter the
barrier, usually resulting in a lower barr:er as would be expected for-V

impurities on any surface and some precedent for this exists(60).

'000- C'* 2 on- Si '100)

S i Si ( M0)

CoiSi2  on St (1:!) "

C oS 2  on S (1 00

800
L 'as 2 on4-j 500-
V)

c

<S
C ,t]~~P S 5 on S' :?;.'fn

In 400
C

" Si (100)

200.-

0 200 400 600 800 1000 1200 1400

Time (minutes)

Figure 7. Oxidation behavior of a variety of metal silicides on Si

oxidized at 750 0 C in dry O and compared with pure Si (data

from rei 59).



CONCLUSIONS

The initial Si oxidation regime remains without an accepted physical
model. New experimental studies implicate impurities, cleaning
procedures, the electronic nature of the Si surface, the crystallography

of the surface, and mechanical stress as possible phenomena bearing on
the physical pr-esses that take place for the initial thin SiOj
oxidation regime. Both the number and barrier for surface electrons

appear to be important. These recent studies provide new paths for future

Si oxidation research.
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